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US CIVIL DEFENSE POLICY 

It is the policy of the United States to enhance the deterrence· 
of strategic nuclear war through a strong and balanced program 
of strategic forces, including effective capabilities for 
strategic defense. _Civil Defense, along with an effective 
Continuity of Government program, emergency mobilization, and 
secure and reconstitutable telecommunications systems, is an 
essential ingredient of our nuclear deterrent forces. It 
is a matter of national priority that the US have a Civil 
Defense program which provides for the survival of the US 
population. 

The Program 

Accordingly, I direct that the US Civil Defense program 
, , provide-an - improved basis for dealing with crises and carrying 

' out eventual national recovery. The US Civil Defense program 
_) will: 

Enhance deterrence and stability in conjunction with our 
strategic offensive and other strategic defensive forces. 
Civil Defense, as an element of the strategic balance, 
should assist in maintaining perceptions that this balance 
is favorable to the US. 

Reduce the possibility that the US could be coerced in 
time of crisis. 

Provide for survival of a substantial portion of the US 
population in the event of nuclear attack preceded by 
strategic warning and for continuity of government, 
should deterrence and escqlation control fail. 

Provide an improved ability to deal with natural disasters 
and other large-scale domestic emergencies. 

This policy complements primary US reliance on strategic 
of~ensive nuclear forces as the preponderant factor in 
maintaining deterrence. 
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To i~plement the fore?oing policies, the President directs 
t~a~ the prog ram consist of three major elenents and adhere to 
the following timetable: ' 

Population Protection. By the end of 1989, the development 
of plans and deployment of supporting ope=ational systems 
will be completed. Primary reliance will be placed upon 
relocating the population of US metropolitan and other 
potential high-risk areas to surrounding areas of lower 
risk during a period of international crisis, taking 
advantage of extensive US transportation resources. 

Industrial Protection. ~.nalyses and preparations will be 
completed which will allow a funding decision to be made 
on a program to protect key defense and population 
relocation support industries. 

Blast ~"hel tering. lmalyses and preparations will be com
pleted which will allow a funding ~ecision on blast 
shelters for key industrial workers in defense and populati~n 
relocation support industries. 

·~ Thes e mea sures will fully support continuity of gov ernment, sur-
' vival and endurance in time of war. 
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Manaaement 

The Federal Emergency Man agement Agency will have overall 
operational supervision of this program. Funds for the program 
will be conta ined· in the FE!1.Jl. budget. In order to ensure 
interagency cooperation and support in the progran, the Civil 
Defense Wo rking Group of the Emergency !·'.obilization ?reparedness 
Board will be res?onsible for, among other things, assuri ng 
c oordination between the Civil Defense ?rogram and mobilization 
?r 29aredness actions and programs, a nd L~e pre?arction of semi
annual r2po rts to the P~esident. 
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NATIONAL PLAN OF ACTION 

ON 

EMERGENCY MOBILIZATION PREPAREDNESS 
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· , Supplement to: 
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The National Policy state~en·t 'on 
Emergency Mobilization Preparedness 

(NSDD-47 dated July 22, 1982) 
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